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Abstract

Consider a lvforse c10sed I-form w on a closed orientable surface Mi. Wc
study a Hamiltonian flow on NIi determined by a multivalued Hamiltonian w. In
generic situation, when w has maximal rank, ( i.e., all periods of ware rationally
independent) corresponding Hamiltonian system splits into several components
filled with periodic trajectories, and several minimal components. Each minimal
component is a surface of genus 9i with severaJ holes; the sum 91 + ... + gk of
genuses of minimal components equaJs original genus g.

We show, that for a geneiic Morse I-form w the ftow on each minimal com
ponent is ergodic, and is equivalent to a special flow over interval exchange
transformation of 49i - 4 interv.als on a circle, where 9i is a genus of the minimal
component. The proof is based on a theorem due to H.Masur and \.y.Veech on
unique ergodicity of a generic interval exchange transformation.

1 Structure of Hamiltonian flow, determined by a
multivalued Hamiltonian.

Consider a closed I-fonn w on a closed orientable surface M: of genus g. We assume,
that w is a NIorse forn1, Le, w has a finite collection of nondegenerate critical points
(which in our case are tninima, maxima, and saddles). vVe also assuIl1e, that different
critical points of w do not belong ta the satne critical values, i.e., any two different
saddles are not connected by a level of w. v\Te consider only generic case, when w is of
maximal rank, rk w = 2g, i.e, all periods of ware rationally independent.

Proposition 1.1 Harn.iltonian system detennined by a 1nultivalued ffamiltonian w on

a closed orientable sU'ljace M; splits into several. components filled with periodic l1'a-

jectories, and several 1nini7nal co"mponents X?;" ... , NI;k' 1 ~ k ~ 9,. each nonsingular
trajectory is dense on a mini'mal component. Each mini1nal cO'lnponent is a sU1face 01
genus 9i with several holes; the su'm gl + ... + gk 0/ gen'llses 0/ minimal co'mponents
equals original genus g.
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The fiow on a tninimal componenl A1;i' i = 1, ... , k, is is01llol'phic to a special fiow
ouer interval exchange i'rans/orrnatiol1 0/4gi - 4 inle1'vals on a circle - a closed line
in Nr:

i
transversal to the flow.

For a generic AtJorse 1./o1'n1, w the corresponding interval exchange ll'ans/ormation
is uniquely e1'godic; ergodic measu1'e on the ci1'cle is dete1'mined by restriction 0/ w to
fhe closed transversal, 7'epresenting the circle.

A notion of a generic Morse I-fonn is preciselyspecified below. Proposition 1.1 is
proved in sections 1.1-1.4.

When genus 9i of a Ininimal cOlnponent equals' I,' one should understand an "in
terval exchange transfonnation of 0 intervals" just as a rotation of a circle; the case of
genus one is considered by V.I.Arnold, in [2]. Paper of Ya.G.Sinai and K.M.Khanin [16]
proves, that these kind of special flows over rotation of a circle possesses 111ixing prop
erty.

Problem 1.1 Consider generic special flow over interval exchange transformation on
a circle as in Proposition 1.1. Does if, possess 'mixing prope7'ly?

* * *

After distributing a prelilninary version of the paper the author realized, that a
Inajor part of Proposition 1.1 is sOIl1ehow known to those specializing in flows on
surfaces 01' dynamieal properties of leaves of closed 1-fo1'01s. Tn particulal' one can finel
a comment on unique ergodicity of a generic closed I-form in the Thesis of G.Levitt [8].
Still, sinee part of the story belangs rather to unverbalized mathematical folklore, than
to some accessible sources of inforo1ation, one has to take care of the proofs, anee he
needs rigorous results. ßesides there are many specialists, for whom the results a.re
unknown yet. This exposition is addressed to then1.

The author wishes to thank V.T.Arnold - his artic1es [2] and [3] and stimulating
discussions with hirn inspired me to continue a study in this area. I am Inueh obliged
ta A.Katok for several very essential conversations. In particular, it was his suggestion
to use Sataev's example. Besides the proof of unique ergodicity of a generic closed
I-form was in fact outlined by A.I<atok. I wish to thank G.Levitt, who clarified Ine,
which parts of the preliIninary version of the paper have overlaps with the facts already
described in the literature. I am grateful to S.P.Novikov, who once introeluced mc to
this area, and whose challenging problems anc! conjectures stimulatcd this work. r
an1 grateful to Ya.G.Sinai, who convinced me to print this paper. 1 would like to
express my gratitude to Max-Plank-Institut für Mathelnatik in Bonn for hospitality
while preparation of this and other papers.
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1.1 Decomposition of the surface into components.

A connected con1ponent of a singular level of w passing through a saddle point Inay have
a Ioop " or even two loops. Integral of W over / is obviously zero. Since w is of maximal
rank, it means, that cycle, is homologous to zero, ·[t] = 0, [,] E 111(M;, Z). Hence,
when we cut Al; over 7 we obtain two components l NI: = H/} U H/z. It may happen,
that restriction wlw1 or wlw2 is exact on one of the cOinponents. Component W, where
the form is exact, may contain other components W:, obtained by the cuts over loops
on levels passing through the other saddles inside l'V. We will call (after V.I.Arnold,
see [2]) a maximal component W of that type by a t1'ap. Since by definition w is exact
on any trap, all trajectories are closed inside the trap. Each trap is homeomorphic to
a disk D2

•

Let us cut off all the traps. Since we did not lose any nontrivial cycles, we obtain
a surface M~ of genus g with several holes. The boundaries of the holes are closed
loops on singular levels of w. When 9 > 1 we may still have closed trajcctories inside
M;. Note, that we got riel of minima anel maxima - a11 critical points of w on M;
are of saddle type only. Let us count the number of inner saddles, withollt taking iuto
consideration the saddles, which belong to the cuts.

Lemma 1.1 There are 2g - 2 inner saddles oJ w on M;.

<J Let us paste tenlporarily the holes on M; with disks. Consider a smooth extension
of w to the disks, placing a single additional critical point on each disk - maximum or
minimum. Count the Euler characteristic of a closed surface of genus g thus obtained
as an algebraic sum of numbers of critical points of our extended I-form:

2g - 2 = (#inner saddles)

+ [(#saddles on the cuts) - (#minima+ #maxima)]

Since by construction there is a one-to-one correspondence between saddles Oll the cuts
and cuts, the number inside reetangular brackets equals zero. l>

Let us proceed with a surgery on M~. Some of 2g - 2 inner saddles on M; Inay have
loops of singular levels, passing through these saddles. Let HS cut M; over a11 such
loops. We remind, that any such Ioop 1 is homologous to zero in kr;. Consider those

connected components &;1"'" tt;k thus obtained, for which w restricted to M;; is

not exact. Each tI;; is a surface of genus gi 2:: 1 with several holes.

Lemn1a 1.2 The Jollowing equation is valid:

91 + ... + gk = g

<l To prove Lemma it is sufficient to show, that wc can COTlstruct a basis of cycles
on 1\1;, which does not intersect any cuts /i' Since a11 /j are homologous to zero, a
desired basis can be easily constructed. l>

1 Here and below we always consider closed components.
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Figure 1: Construction of a closed transversal.

It is easy to see (cf. Lemma 1.1), that the number of inner saddles on the component
NI:

i
, of genus gi, i = 1, ... , k, equals 2gi - 2. By necks we call Il1axiInai components

Nq obtained by cutting of M; over loops of critical levels, for which restriction WINq

is exact. Each neck is diffeomorphic to a cylinder with several holes. Necks are of no
interest for us, since all trajectories are closed on the necks.

Consider now same component tf;" i = 1, ... , k.

Lenlnla 1.3 The Hamiltonian fiow defined by w on Ar; p1'eserves traps, necks, and

cOlnponents A1;i' i = 1, ... , k. Each compone71t ll;i is a mini'mal co.,nponent 01 the
fiow.

One can construct a closed l'1'ansve1'sal on each component A~f;j (which obviously

does not inte'1'sect neithe'1' boundm'y 01 tJ;i I nOT cTitical points of w).

In fact, the first part of the statelncnt is trivial, and the second one is well-known.
As for n1e, I know this method of constructing of a transversal from D.B. Fuchs, and
[rorn A.Katok.

<j By construction each component NI;; does not contain any closed nonsingular
trajectory. By assumption there are n"o saddle conlH~ctions by trajectories between
saddles inside NI;j' Hence each nonsingular trajectory is dense in tVJ;i' i.e., N!;j is a
minirnal cOIl1ponent.

Let us remind the way of constructing a closed transversal on XI;;. Consider a small

open interval I inside ll;i' which is transversal to the flow, which neither intersects the

boundary of l~r;i' nor contains singular points of w. Consider a nonsingular trajectory
x = x(t), starting at sorne point Xo EI, Xo = x(O). Due to Poincare recurrence
theorem after some time t I our trajectory will come back and will interscct I. Let
XI E I, XI = x(td, t 1 > 0 be this first intersection of our trajectory X = x(t) with I.
Consider a narrow tubular neighborhood of our piece of trajectory x(t), 0 ::; t ::; t 1 •

We suppose, that the neighborhood is narrow cnough, so that it avoids critical points
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of w. Hence, we may assume, that it is bouucIed from "bottom" by subinterval 10 C I,
Xo E Ja; it is bounded from "top" by 11 C T, Xl E Ilj it is bounded from sides by pieces
of trajectories. "Ve suppose, that 10 n 11 = 0. Deform now our piece of trajectory x(t),
o ~ t ~ t l inside the tubular neighborhooel a.s indicated on the figure 1. Smoothing
conjugations with corresponding piece of 1 we conlplete a construction of a smooth
closed line T transversal to our flow. t>

Hamiltonian flow determined by w generates a mapping Tgj : T --+ T of our closed
transversal T to itself. Recall another well-known fact.

Lemma 1.4 Mapping Tgi of a closed i1'ansve1'sal T to itself generated by the fiow on
the minimal component lif:

i
is an interval exchange transformation 014gi - 4 intervals

on a circle T.

<l Suppose for a while, that tfg
2

. does not have any holes at all. Recall, that lif2
.

1 g,

is a minimal component of the flow, and there are no saddle connections by singular
trajeetories inside NI;j' T-Ience all trajectories, starting at the points of T, except 4gi - 4
ones, which hit the saddles (two trajectorics for eaeh saddle), would COllle back to T

at a finite time. As for these 4gi - 4 points at T, they are essentially singular - a left
hand side lilnit of Tgi at such point differs from a right hand side lilnit. Consider a
Ineasure Il on T, deternlined by rcstrietion of w to T. By construction of T thc form w
is nondegenerate on T. Hence our rneasure is isomorphie to a canonical measure on a
cirele. It is easy to see, that the lnapping Tgi preserves this measure. Hence, in the case
when N!;i does not have any holes at all, Tgi is an interval exchange transfornlation of
4gi - 4 intervals on the circle T.

Now recall, that we Inay have some holes on tt;,. Actually we cheated slightly in
formulation of the lemlna. Nlapping Tgi may have several additional singularities inside
exchanging intervals. These singlllarities correspond to the saddles on the boundary
of tI;i' Le., on the singular levels of w, which bound our holes. Bllt the mapping Tg ;

can be easily extended to these singularities - for each singular point of that kind a
left hand side limit of Tgi at this point coincides with a right hanel siele limit. t>

Lemma 1.5 The fiow determincd on a rninirnal eornponent tVr;i is isomo'l'phic to a
special fiOlV over inteTval exchange transfonnation Tgj of 4gi - 4 intervals on a eire/e.

A lunction, deteT1nining a special fiow, is a time interval between two conseeutive
intcrsections of the transversal by a trajectoTY. This /unction is srnooth, except a finite
collection 0/ points, where it has logarilhmical singula'l'itics. Thc set 01 singularities is
a union of two sets - a set 0/ singula'r points 01 the in/.erval exchange transformation,
and a set of singularities inside exchanged intervals; singularities of the second type
co'r'respond 1.0 saddles on the b071Tldary 01 l'Yt;i'

<l The proof is analogous to thc proof of Theorem 4 in [2]. t>
Lemma 1.5 proves the first part of Proposition 1.1. Note that this rcsult is very

elose to a lnore general one obtained in [10].
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for x E ~\'l

1.2 . Properties of interval exchange transformations Tgj •

To avoid multiple indexes suppose for a while, that we have only one minimal compo
nent 1ft; of the flow detennined by w. Consider. inner saddles of w inside K1; and chose
all but one fronl thcln. vVc will denole these 29 - 3 chosen saddles by SI, ... , S29-3.

vVe will stuely now in more details an interval exchange transfonuation T induced by
the flow on a stnooth c10sed curve T C NI; transversal to thc flow.

Let HS cut our closed transversal T at some point to get an interval X. Tt would
be convenient to cut T at a singular point of T corresponding to a "nonchoscn" saddle
529- 2 (we recall, that each inner saddle on a Ininimal component K1': detennines two
singular points of the I11apping T). Mapping T on T dctennines an interval exchange
transfonnation of 49 - 4 + 1 = 49 - 3 subintervals of the interval X, which we will
denote by T as weIl. We remind, that T preserves a natural measure J.l on X, defined
by restriction wi T •

We reI11ind briefly the basic properties of interval exchange transformations. Fix
the permutation a, corresponding to the interval exchange transfonuation T on X. Let
)'1, ... ,"\4g-3 be lengths of exchanging subi ntervals measured by I1leanS of the measure
Il. Interval exchange transformations having the saUle pennutation a of subintervals
are paranletrized by points of a simplex

~4g-4 = {(ll"'" 1,lg-3) I li ;::: 0; 10 +... + 14g-3 = const}

where 11, ... ,14g-3 represent lengths of exchanged subintervals. It is convenient to chose
a constant, determining the sinlplex to be equal to fT w. In this notation, our interval
exchange transformation T is identified wi th a point A = (A 1, ... , A49-3) E ~ 'lg-4 .

An interval exchange transformation T E ~4g-" translates each of 49-3 subintervals
by some shift ßi, i = 1, ... , 4g - 3 as folIows.

{

X +ßl
T(x) = ...

x + ß4g-3 for x E X 4g-3

Vector ß = (ßl' ... l ß49-3) is represented by

ß= A(a)A

where linear transfornlation A( (J') depends only on penllutation (J'. The explicit form
of A(a) is as folIows:

{

lif i < j ancl (J' - 1( i) > a - 1(j )
A(a)ij = -1 jf i > j anel a-l(i) < a-1(j)

o otherwise

Matrix A(a) is a skew-symmetric (4g - 3) X (49 - 3) Inatrix.

Lemllla 1.6 Let permutation a be obtained by construetion abovc. Thcn

rkA(a) = 29
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Figure 2: Construction of a special basis of cycles

<J Len11na 1.6 follows ilnmediately from lemmas 1.8, 1.9 and lelnlna 1.7 below. t>

Len1ma 1.7 All numbers ßt, ... , ß4g-3 rep1'esent integrals 01 W over cycles in Al;.
DiJnension 01 a rational span 01 the numbers ßI, ... ,ß4g-3 equals 2g:

<J Consider a 2g-climensional space Q2
g 8=' lJ?g y. IR over Q generated by rational

span of integrals G:i = fCi W of W over some basis of cydes Ci, i = 1, ... , 2g, Ci E

H1(M;, Z), where Q2
g = (al,' .. , 02g)Q' We are going to prove, that

(1.1 )

We suppose for simplicity that Kif; dl?es not have any holes at all, i.e., A1; = M;. The

proof is easily generalizeel to thc case NI;. First let us prove the indusion

(1.2)

Ta prove this we will construct cyc1es b1 , ... , b4g - 3 on NI;, such that Jbi W = -ßi' Thc
) construction of the cycle bi is illustrated at figure 2. Our cyc1e bi is a composition of

three paths. The first one - from the left endpoint of our interval X, i.e., fronl the
point, where we cut our dosed transversal T, to SOTl1e inner point ]J E Xi of subinterval
Xi 0 The next one - a piece of trajcetory, starting at this inner point of p E Xi ancl
cOlning back to X at the point T(p). The last one connects T(p) with the left endpoint

of X along X.
At figure 2 intervals X anel T(X) are distinct, but actually we have to ielentify

then1, so we really obtain a eyc1e in M;. A piece of trajectory gives no im paet ta the
integral aver eycle bio Hence Jbi w equals the difference of the lengths of the first anel
thc third pieces of our path, whieh equals -ßi' vVe provcd indusion 1.2.
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Figure 3: Construction of a cell conlplex.

To prove 1.1 we will construct a specific cell decomposition of M;. Consider subin
terval Xi. Consider a closure of a union of pieces of nonsingular trajectories, which
start at the points p E Xi and end at the points T(p) E T(Xi ) (see fig. 3). vVe get a
closure of a 2-cell of our complex. It Iuay be of two types, as indicated at figure 3.

Consider 2-cells dctennined by all subintervals Xi, i = 1, ... ,4g - 3. They provide
us with a 2-diIuensional skeleton of our cell complex. Cells of dimension 1 and 0
are ohviously determined by construction. Any l-cycle on M; can b~ represented
by a l-cycle of our cell complex. It is not difficult to represent now any cycle on
M; as a combination of cycles bio ·As an illustration we show how to get a cycle
represented by our closed transversal 7 as a cOInbination of bio RecaJI, that when we
cut r we had to cOIuplete our initial set of 4g - 4 singular points of interval exchange
transformation on 7 with additional point T-l (PI), where PI is a point of the cut. (By
convention we cut 7 over a singular point of T.) Let T- 1( Pd = Pk+I . By construction
ßk = Ak+1 + Ak+2 +... + A4g-3 and ßk+I = -AI - A2 - ... - Ak (see fig. 4). It is easy
to see, that [7] = [bk+d - [bk], where cycles bk and bk+l are as constructed above. t>

Figure 4: Cycle [bk+tl - [bk] represents the closed transversal 7.
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1.3 Deformations of the embedding.

As it was shown in [14] a flow on Nt;; like ours Inay have k nontrivial invariant ergodic
measures for any k, 1 ~ k ~ gi. On the other hand, due to [9] and [17] a generic interval
exchange transformation is uniquely ergodic. 1t is rather natural to conjecture, that
a generic closed I-form w of nlaxilnal rank on Ivl; determines generic, i.e., uniquely
ergodic interval exchange transfonnations on tl'ansversals Ti related to components

Nt;;. The last statenlent is exactly the fOl'mulati<;:m of Proposition 1.1. Ta prove the
proposition we have to specify a notion of a "generic closed I-form W of maximal rank".

In order to do this we shall con.struct some natural finite-dinlensional space of
SI1100th defonnations of w. A small deformation of w does not change the topology
of decolnposition of 1\1; into "traps", "necks", a.nd 111inimal cOlllponents - a slight
change of their boundaries, caused by deformation of w does not affect the structure
of this decoillposition. In this sense the deforI11ation would not change the flow on
the C0l11pOnents filled with periodic orbits. Still the behavior of the flow on minimal
cOlnponents I11ay change drastically. \Ne are going to prove, that those forms, which
dctermine a uniquely crgodic interval exchange transfonnation are represcnted by a set
of a c0l11plete Ineasure in the space of deformations of the initial form.

Note, that due to V.I.Arnold (see [2]) the flow is always ergodic on the I11inimal com
ponents of genus oue, provided that pairs of periods of the fonn on these components
are rationally independent.

* * *
Consider a vector space Rn provided with a cubic lattice. Consider a natural

projection p : IRn -+ Torn = Rn/zn. A differential dH of any linear function H E !Rn.
can be induced by p. from a uniqucly determincd closed I-forn1 on Tor n

, which we will
denote by dH as weil. Fix coordinates on Torn corresponding to natural coordinates
in Rn. We will call closed differentiall-forms as described above by linear I-fol'111s on
Torn.

Having arbitrary closed I-forn1 on a surfacc Iv!; of genus !J one can easily construct
an embedding i : k!; -t Tor n and a linear form dH on the torus, such that w coincides
with the restriction i-(dH) to i\tI; (see remark 2 in [2]). A dinlension of the torus in this
construction is rather large: n = 2g+ 3, but it is easy to see, that it can not be seriously
reduced. Since for a generic w E !V(lH;, IR), rk(w) = 2g, i.e., integrals ofw over 2g
basic cycles on M; a.re rationally independent, in order to inchlce w fron1 a. I-fonn on
a torus, one has to consider only those eInbeddings, which induce 111011OlnOrphism of
the first homology groups: i.: IJ1(lvI;,Z) -t HdTorn,Z) = zn. Hcnce n 2:: 2g.

Let I-form w on M; be defined by a pair (io, dlJo), where io : M; y Tor n is an
embedding, which induces lnonomorphism of first hOlnology groups, dHo is a linear
I-form on the torus, and w = i~(dIJo). We assUI11e, that rk (w) = 2g. We assume also,
that all critical points of ware nondegenerate, and distinct cl'itical points of w belang
to distinct critical levels.

"vVe will construct aspace of sl11all deformations of w, which will be local1y described
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as a direct product of two spaces:

D(io) x D(w) = (defonnations of io) x (linear deformations of linear function Ho)

'vVe start with deforming the enlbedding i o.

Consider a local deformation of the eInbedding i o which deforms elnbedding only in
some sInall neighborhood of j-th inner sacldle point Sj, 1 :::; j :::; 2g - 3. ( Note, that we
skipped one of our saddles.) '.;Ve suppose, that each deformation does not add any new
critical points, it just shifts slightly one particular sadclle. By dj ( f) we will denote a 1
parameter family of deformations as above, where parameter f indicates, that the j-th
critical point Sj moved from original level ho = JI(Sj) to level ho + f = H(Sj), where
w = dH, and Sj is the corresponding saddle point of dH on a defornled subInanifold

Nt; We suppose, that the neighborhoods of the critical points Sj, where our deformation
dj(c) act, do not intersect for different j, and that values of paralneters of deformation
f are small enough. Bence we Inay suppose, that our closed transversal T does not
pass through any of this neighborhoods. Moreover, we assulne, that deformed interval
exchange transformation on the transversal is described by the saUle permutation a as
the original one.

Consider an action of defonnation d;( c) on the interval exchange transfornlation of
4g - 4 intervals on our closed transversal, 01', what is ahnost the sarne, the action on
the interval exchange transfornlation of 49 - 3 intervals on the interval X, obtained
by cutting T. (We retnind, that by construction, we cut T ovcr one of those two
singular points of interval exchange transformation, which correspond to the saddle
52g - 2 , which we excluded fro111 the set of saddles under defennation.) Deformation
dj (c) determines SOlne translation of the initial point Ao = (Al"", A4g-3) E ~4

g
-4,

Al + ... + A4g-3 = const = IT w inside the simplex 6.4g-·1 parametrizing the space of
interval exchange transfonnations with fixed permutation a. 'vVe will denote this action
by the same sytnbol dj(f) : Ao t-+ A' E ~49-3.

Consider a saddle 5j, 1 :::; j :::; 2g - 3. There are exactly two trajectories, starting at
T, which hit Sj, j .e., there are only two singular points Pk and Pt of interval exchange
transfonnation T corresponding to thc sacldle Sj. It is easy to see, that Pk and PI
are separated from both sides on T by other singular points of T. Hence there are
foul' distinct SB bintervals X k - 1 , X k, Xl-I, X t having one of the points Pb Pi as an
endpoint. We assume, that nUIlleration of the subintervals is cOIllpatible with the
natural orientation on T. The action of dj(c) on the point Ao = (AI, ... , A49-3) is just
a shift by f

dj(f) : (Al,"" A4g-3) t-+

(>q, ... , Ak-l + C, Ak - C, :Ak+l,"" AI-1 + f, Ai - (, Al+1, ... , A4g-3)

along vector
\Jj = (0, ... ,0,1,-1,0, ... ,0,1,-1,0, ... ,0) (1.3)

The first pair of nontrivial cOlnponents of our vecter has indices k - 1 and k, the other
one - indices I - 1 and l. (Note, that by construction we will never get vector like
(-1,0, ... ,0,1, -1,0, ... ,0,1), since we never deform the sacldle 52g - 2 , corresponding
to a point of cut ef transversal T.)
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Lenllua 1.8 Vect01's Vi, ... ,V2g- 3 are lineaTly independent.

<J Consider a linear cOl1lbination qi1 Vii +... +qin '~n' qi. =f:. O. Consider a subset in
{I, 2, ,4g - 3} obtained as a union of numbers, entllllerating nonzero components of
Vii' , '~n' Consider a Inaximal nUlnber in this subset, denote it by rn. Then the n~-th

component of Ollr linear combination in usual coordinates (Al, ... , '-\4g-3) is nonzero.
Indeed, there are at Inost two vectors V'l and ~4 having nonzero rn-th eomponent. By
choice of n~ only one of them can oceur in our linear combination. t>

Lenlnla 1.9 \leetors VI, ... , '12g -3 beLong to !(erA(er), i.e.,

A (er )'~ = 0, i = 1, .. . 2g - 3

<J Since our deformation affects only some slna11 neighborhoods of a finite nunlber
of points (i.e., our saddles), we Inay chose a basis of cycles in 111(NI;, Z) represented
by curves, which do not intersect with deformed dOInains. Hence our deformations
preserve the periods of w, i.e., they preserve the eoholllology class of w.

Tf sonle Vi eloes not belong to the kerne! of A(er), then ß(f) = A(0-) (Ao + f \~) is
nonconstant with respect to L Hut as we showcd in Lemnla 1. 7 a11 components of ß
represent integrals of w over SOl1le cycles in tVIg, which are supposed to be preserved.
The contradiction obtained proves the lern ma. t>

Combining results of lelnmas 1.9 and 1.8 with result of lemma 1.6 we obtain

Corollary 1.10 Veetors VI, ... , \t2g-3 generale a basis of j{erA(o-).

Corollary 1.11 A fan~ily of deformalions '02
g-

3 (io), generated by deforrnations d;(E),
embeds naturally into affine subspac;e 0/ the space 6..4g-4 parallel to the (2g - 3)
dimensional kerne! 0/ A(er).

1.4 Deformations of the cohomology class.

Consider now a spaee '02
g-

I (w) of defornlations of the closed I-fonn wasfollows.
By convention we define our I-form w as a restriction to !vfg of a linear I-fonn dIlo
in Tarn, W = iö(dHo), where io : tVlg -+ Torn is our initial enlbedding. Consider
an affine hyperplane 1{2g-1 in the vector space III (Mg, rR) generated by cohomology
classes [p] E 1{2g -I: which have the Sal11e coupling with the cycle [T] represented by our
closcd transversal: f

7
p = eonst = f'1' w. Since homon10rphislll of coholnology groups

iö: HI(Torn,JR) -+ I/I(lvJg,R) is an epimorphism in our case, we can chose a. (2g-1)
dimensional affine subspace in H I (To1,n, IR), which maps onto 1{2g-1. We chose the
affine subspace so that dHo belongs to it. 'vVe will denote this affine subspaee by the
saU1C symbol 1{2g-1 C [{I (T01,n, R.). 'vVe define now V 2g - I (w) as a small neighborhood
of dIto in 1{2g-1. By "sInall" we mean thc following. 'vVe identify the linear spaces
[lI (Tarn, IR) anel the spaee of linear I-fornls on Torn. 'v\Te assurne, that for any linear
I-forIn dH E D29-1(W) the fornl i;(dH) has the same number of critical points of the
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salne type as i~(dHo), that the quantitative structure of decomposition of 1\12 into
9

minilual and periodic components does not change, that our closed transversal T" is
transverse to i~(dH), anel that the permutation, determining interval exchange trans
fornlation on T induced by the flow corresponding to i~(dH) coincides with permutation
CJ corresponding to dHo. Roughly speaking we aSSUlne that the whole quantitative pic
ture remains the SaTne for all fonns i~(dfl), where dIf E 1I.2g

- 1•

Let us study now how deformations from '02g
- 1 affect corresponding interval ex

change transformations, i.e., consider a lnapping '02g- 1(w) -+ ß 4g-\ where ß 4g-4

paranletrizes interval exchange transformations on the interval X, obtained by cut
ting our closed transversal T over a point (sec above). Recall that in the proof of
Lemma 1.7 we represented shifts ßi = (A(a)'\)i of the exchanged intervals as inte
grals over the eycles bj in M; (up to n1ldtiplication by -1). A slnall elefonnation
of the fornl does not change the hOlnology classes of cycles bj . Since eycles bj gen
erate a basis in H1 (M; , IR), a set of integrals - ßj of t he fonn w = i~(dH) over
these cycles detenllines the cohomology dass [w] E H 1(1'1;, IR). Thus we get a lin
ear isomorphisIll between Tm (A (a)) and [11 (1\1; , rR). By construction a camposition

'D2g - 1(W) -+ ß,lg-4 ~ Im (A(CJ) -+ H1(NJ;,IR)):> D2g- 1(W) maps 1)29-I(W) onto itself,
and this mapping is just the identity"mapping.

Henee we proved

Lenlnla 1.12 The '1napping '02g-1(W) -+ ~4g-4 is an embedding. Jt is transversal to
the fibration 01 ~4g-4 by affine (2g - 3)-dimensional subspaces par'allel to the space
J{e1' A (CJ ) .

Combining l'esults of leIllIlla 1.12 and corollary 1.11 we get the following picture.
Our simplex ~4g-4 C jR4g-3 is naturally fibered by interseetions with the falnily of
affine planes in IR 4

9-
3 parallel to KerA(CJ). Dimension of a generic fiber is 2g - 3.

Deformations '0
2
g-

3
( io) of the embedding io result translations along a fiber, while

deformations '029 -
1 (w) of the eohOIllology class produee some transversal section of

the fibration.
Let us eonst ruet a loeal section V 2g

- 1 (w) for eaeh point of a neighborhood v2g -3 ( i o)

of the fiber passing through A. It is easy to see, that loeal seetions, eorresponding
to different points of 1)29-3(i o) do not intersect. Henee we obtain a diffeomorphism
between V 2g - 3 (io) X '02g -1(w) and some ncighborhood of the initial point A E ~4g-4.

Since due to theorem of H.Masur [9] and \tV.Veech [17] the set of uniquely ergodie
interval exchange transfornlation has a conlplete measure in ~49 -

3
, we conclude, that

almost all eleformations frorn '029 -
3 (io) X '02

g-
1(w) determinc a un iquely ergoelic intervaJ

exchange transformation on the trans~ersal T. This proves Proposition 1.1 for the case,
when we have the only one minimal eornponent /1.1;. In general case, when we have

several minimal eOll1pOnents i1;t"'" l\~[;k we just repeat all eonstruetions for each
rnininlal eOlllponent separately, anel consider corresponding dircct produets of spaces
and rnappings arising here, Note, that we just skip lnininlal eOlnponents of genus 1,

NJ;i' 9i = 1, sinee the flow is uniq uely ergodic on these cOInponents, whenevcr pairs of
perioels on these eomponents are rationally independent (see [2]).

Proposition 1.1 is proved.
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Remark Note, that considerable part of our construction is reduced to the fol
lowing. A choice of transversal provides us with a collection of (co)cycles in the first
relative (co)homology of the surface with respect to subset of saddlc points. In fact we
proved, that this collection fonns a basis in Ht(NF;, {saddles}; IR). Note, that values Ai

represent integrals over the basic relative 1-cycles. Note also, that values ßi represent
integrals of the I-form over cycles bi (see Lemlna 1.7). Consider the following terms of
exact sequence of a. pair (set of saddle points)C(Riemanll surface kf;):

Uneler identification with COhOlllOlogy suggested above operator A(a) can be cOllsidered
as a nlapping froIn relative to absolute cohomology frOln the exact scquence of the pair,
while the set of vectors \~ clefined by equation 1.3 represents

Im (HO( {sadelles}; IR) --+ H l (iVI;, {saddles}; IR)) =

Ker (H l (NI;, {saddles}j IR) --+ H1(NI:; IR.))

1.5 Identification with homology.

Consider a vector space IR4g-3 anel linear operator A(a) acting Oll IR 4
g-

3
• Consider

subspace ImA(a) C 1R4g
-

3
. According to Lemn1a 1.6 dimension of thc subspace ImA(a)

equals 29. Fix natural coordinates in 1R4g - 3
• Subspace IInA(a) is spanned by rows of

matrix A(a). Consider a linear function 1\ on our subspace TmA(a) obtained as a
restrietion of a linear function in nr1g

-
3 which h~ components (,\1), ... l A4g-3). (vVe

stress, that A is a function on 2g-dilnensional space.) Since A(a) is skew-sYlnlnetric,
we have

Hence
A(A i ) = AIAi,l + ... + A4g-3Ai,4g-3 = -ßi

and according to lenlma 1.7 rk (ßl, ... ,ß49-3)Q = 2g.
Consider now one more 2g-d imension al vector space Ifl (Jl1; , IR). Con sieler a set of

cyclcs bI , ... , b.lg - 3 in H I (A1; , IR) as constructed in the proof of lelnma 1.7. By construc
tion the values of thc cocycle [w] (i .C., of a linear function on the space 1ft (M;, IR.)) on
cycles bi are as folIows: w(bi) = -ßi, i = 1, ... , 4g- 3. vVe have two 2g-elinlensional vec
tor spaces, a collection of 49 - 3 vectors, in each of them, and a linear functions, having
the same values ßi on corresponding vectors. The condition rk (ßr,· .. ,ß4g-3)Q = 29
enables us to construct an isolll0rphism h of the two spaces,

which identifies corresponding vectors from our collections, and identifies linear func
tions. (Note, that instead of vector spaces, we could deal with corresponding lattices;
in this case we would get isomorphism with hOlllOlogy group fII (M;, Z) with integer
coefficients. )
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Len1ma 1.13 Consider a nonzero vector q = (qt, ... , q49-3) with nonnegative compo
nents qi ~ 0J i = 1, ... , 4g - 3. The Jollowing inequality is valid:

A(a)q#O

<l The structure of Ker A(a) is described by lemma 1.9 and corollary 1.10. It follows
immediately [rom equation 1.3, that for any vector from Ker A(a) the sum of its cOln
ponents equals zero. Since by assuI11ption ql +... + (J4g-3 > 0, vector q does not belong
to KerA(a). t>

Corollary 1.14 A linear c01nbinat1:on oJ cycles biJ i = 1, ... ,4g - 3J with nonnega
live coefficienlsJ which do not vanish silnultaneously determines a nonlrivial cycle in

Hdkf; , IR).

<l The statement of corollary is just refornutlation of lelnlna 1.13 after identification
of cycles bi with rows A(a)i of lnatrix A(a) constructed above. t>

1.6 Behavior of trajectory in the covering space.

Consider a spacelRn provided with a cubic lattice. Consider a silnply-connected surface
NI; in IRn invariant nudel' translations over vectors of the lattice. vVe do not assume

that M; is necessarily connected. Consicler lines of intersection of 1\1; with a family of
parallel afRne hyperplains in IR n

, detern1ined by a linear hyperplane of gencric direction.

Proposition 1.2 Al-mosl al/ nonclosed inlersection lines 0/ a gene1'ic simply-connected
periodic sur/ace in IR n wilh a generic /a-mily 0/ parallel hyper'planes have some fixed
direction as lhey go to ±oo. The set 0/ possible di1'eetions is finite Jor a given sur/ace
and famny 0/ hyperplanes; nonclosed lines 0/ hliersection passing nearby have the same
direction.

The proposition follows froln existence of asymptotic cycle proved in [15]. Another
way to prove the proposition is to use proposition 1.1 and Ergodic theorem. Indeed,
if we consider a quotient of IRn by the action of zn, we get a tOfUS, and a compact
surface elnbedded in it. Hyperplanes would be projected to levels of corresponding
closed I-form on the tOfUS with constant coefficients. Hence hyperplanes crosscctions
of initial sUl'face would project to leaves of the restriction of the I-form to the surface,
alld we can assunle, that we are under assumptions of proposition 1.1.

Consider a piecewise constant function F on the interval X, whcre X is obtained
by cutting our closed transversal T at some point, as described above. Function F
is a "vector-valued" function with values in I/I (Al;, IR). The value of F on the j-th
exchanging subinterval X j equals the cycle bj E H} (Al;, IR). Note, that we can identify
H}(NI;, IR) with a linear 2g-din1ensional subspace of the space !Rn of universal cover
Rn -t T01·n. Consider a piece of trajectory of the How on 111;, which starts at SOlne
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point p E X anel comes back to X after k iterations of the nlapping T. Consider a lift
of this piece to the manifold At; c IRn, covering lvI;' Consider a vector i1(p, k) joining
the endpoints of corresponding nonclosed curve. Let us represent iJ(p, k) as a sum

iJ(p, k) = F(p) + F\T(p)) +... + F(Tk(p)) + ( (1.4)

Let us estitnate an error f. Consider a parametrization , : (0,1] --+ T C Iv!;, ,(0) =
,(1) = Pt, of our closed transversal T, where PI is a point, where we cut our closed
transversal to get an interval X. COllsicler a corrcsponding lift '1 : [0,1] --+ M; C lR.n •

Let d = max0:St:St 11i'(t) -1(0)11 , where nonn is understooel in the sense of usual norm
in Rn. Then 11ElI ::; d. Note, that we got an estimate of an crror in 1.4, which does not
depenel neither on the point p EX, nor on the number of iterations k.

Consider limits

liln -k
1

iJ(p, k) anel linl· -k
1

iJ(p, k)
k-++oo ~ k-+-oo ->

It is natural to call these lilnits by positive anel negative directions of trajectory passing
through the point p. In the case, when corresponding interval exchange transfonnation
T is ergodie under natural measure on X, we use the ergodie theorenl to get

lim -k
1

i1(p, k) = lim -k
1

iJ(p, k) = lim -k
1 (t F(Ti(p)) +?' = r F(p)dp =

k-++oo ... k-+-oo ~ k-+-oo'" i=O ) Jx

Al b 1 +... + ),,4g-3b49 - 3 (1.5)

Due to corollary 1.14 the latter SUffi represents a nonzero vector in IRn. Hence in
the case, when the flow is uniquely ergodie on a lninirnal componeut NJ;j, almost all

lifts of trajectories from NI;i to the covering space have one anel the sarne direction,
determined by formula 1.5. Note that the homology dass in (1.5) represent Poincare
dual to thc cocycle [w] (cf. [15]).

Consider now our initial Zn-invariant surface Ar; c IRn covering conlpact surface

A1; C Tor n
. Consider a connected component of a submanifold in Al;, covering

minimal component NT;),. It is easy to sec, that this connected component belongs to
a tubular neighborhood of a 2gj-dilnensional affine plane in IRn, where the ('thickness"
of the tubular neighborhood is unifonnly bounded by some constant. The direction of
the 2j-dimensional plane is deternlinecl by the inlage of H t (NI;}, IR) under embedding
iuto IRn (see above). Hence, each intersection of the c10sed cornponent of the cover
of IV!;} with a hyperplane Ho = const in IRn, W = i~(dJfo), belongs to a tubular
neighborhood of an affine (2gj - 1)-dimensional plane. Note, that these intersection
lines, are exactly lifts of trajectories. Direction of thc (2gj - 1)-dinlensional plane is
defined by intersection of 2gj -dinlensional plane in IRn determined by the iIllage of
H I (NJ;}, IR), with hyperplane lID = const. l>

2 Example of a nontypical flow.

In this section we rernind a peculiar Hanültonian flow on a surface of genus two deter
mined by a multivalued Harniltonian w. This example is due to E.Sataev [14]. 'vVe use
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Figure 5: Example of a nontypical flow on a surface of genus 2 due to E.Sataev.

this exan1ple to illustrate a nontypical behavior of hyperplane sections of a Z4-invariant
surface in 1R 4• Thc I\10rse form wunder consideration has only two critical points - two
saddles; the flow docs not have any "traps" 01' "necks" at a11; the whole Mi represents
a unique minimal component of the flpw. The interval exchange transformation arising
in the construction is not uniqllely ergodic in this example, this explains a peculiar
behavior of the flow.

First we rcmind briefty Satacv's example [14] of a topologically transitive How of
class Coo on a surfacc of genus 2, having two nontrivial invariant normalized ergodic
measures and two fixecl points, which are nondegenerate saddle points.

vVe consider a "Rielnann surface" of genus 2 having two tori as leaves, which are
pasted over cuts as shown at figure 5.

The flow on the lIpper leaJ is generated by a constant vector field (x, y) = (a,l),
where a is SOIne specia.l irrational number; th flow on the lower leaf is generated by a
vector field (x, iJ) = (-a, 1). (One can see [14], for a more detailed SITIooth rcalization
of this flow.) In fact, the flow has only two critical points - endpoints of the cut.
Each of these two critical points joins foul' trajectories, so the critical points are of a
saddle type.

Lengths of the sieles of squares, representing the tori at figure 5 are equal to 1. The
cuts are chosen to belong to a circle y = const; x-coordinates of their endpoints are
ßl and 11· It is shown in [14], that under special choice of nUInbers 0:, ßl, anel ,I,
the flow has exactly two nontrivial invariant ergodic normalized Il1easures. Roughly
spcaking, uuder this special choice of paran1eters, some trajectories would live mostly
on the upper leaJ, anel the other - mostlyon the lower one.

I\10re specifically the flow is elescribed in [14] as a special flow over an automorphism
Tl.Cf of two disjoint circles. The automorphism is defined as folIows. Considcr two
disjoint circles SI x {O, I} of length 1. Let h(x) be the following function on SI with
values in the grou p {I, 0"1} of permntations of two elements:

Then
1'~.Cf(x, i) = (x + 0, h(x) . i), where (x, i) E 8 1

X {O, I}
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Figure 6: Basis of cycles on the surface of genus two, embedded into Tor 3
.

It is shown in [14], that under appl'opriate choice of 0', ßl ,,1 the automorphis111 T~,Ct

is topologically transitive and has two ergodic components.
Let us construct a realization of the describcd -Row by a Hamiltonian flow, generated

by a closed I-form w on our surface !vf~ of genus two. Our form w would have the
following integrals over the cycles (LI, b1, a2, b2 (see figures 5 and 6)

Consider now an auxiliary closed I-form WI of rank 1 on Mi., having the following
integrals over basic cycles:

'vVe can obtain the form WI as a restriction Wl = i-(dX2) of the form dX2 under em
bedding i : !vfj e.......t T01,3 illustrateel at figure 6, where by XI, X2, X3 we denote natural
coordinates on Tor3

. The inlmersion i maps cycles (l,1 anel a2 to the cycle el in Tor3
j

cycles 61 and &2 to the cycle e2 in Tor3
•

Let us approxinlate now the irrational nUInber ~ by a rational one ~ = ~ + t. Then

aI-form W2 = W - €Wl would have rational integrals over cycles on !v!i.. Consider a
Inapping fW'J. : Mi -t 51 as folIows. Fix a point Xo E Mi, and for any Xl E Mi let
Xl l---7 J:al w2 (mod ~). Consider now an embedding ft1~ y Tor4 obtained as a product

of mappings i and fW'J.' i.e., i X fW'J. : Mi Y Tor3
X TorI = Tor4

. Consider a connectecl
component of a surface Kli C }R4 induced in the universal covering }R4 -t T01,4. vVe
obtained a Z3-periodic surface in 1R4 invariant undel' translations over vectors eI, e2,
and e4. By construction our initial form w on lvIi. Y Tor4 is a restrietion of a linear
I-fonn dX4 + t.dX2 (see analogous construction in [2]). Hence level curves of W lifted to
Mi are represented by intersections of Aii with hyperplanes X4 + €X2 = const.

Let HS describe the images of the cycles (l,t, b1 , a2, b2 in T01·
4 under the embedding
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· f M 2 T '.Z X J W2: 2 e....t 01'.

1, : GI I-t Cl

i : bl I-t e2

i : a2 I-t el
i : b2 I-t e2

fW2 : al r-+ -qe..
fw'J : b, f-t pe4
fW2 : a2 r-+ qe4
f W'J : b2 I-t pe'l

Intersection of a 2-plane, spallned by Ima, = el - qe4 and Im bl = C2 + qe4 with a
hyperplane X,I + €X2 = const is a line having direction

Intersection of a 2-plane, spanned by IIn a2 = el + qe4 anel 1m b2 = e2 + qe4 with a
hyperplane X4 + €X2 = const is a line having direction

Roughly speaking, trajectories of one type on Nt] would go in IR4 mostly in elirection
elose to VI, allel trajectol'ies of the other type woulel go Inostly in elirection elose to V2;
the two dil'ections are obviously different. Note, that now our trajectories can not be
restricted inside any cylinder D3 x IR. - one can find pieces of trajectories of arbitrary
"length", where trajectory behaves in a "wrong" way, i.c., goes along thc alien direction.

Remark vVe would like to mention, that example by I-I.B.Keynes and D.Newton [7]
of a Ininilnal, non-uniquely ergodic interval exchange transformation is closely related
to Sataev's construction.

One can consider a transformation T on either of two components of the cut,
induced by a transformation Tl,o:' It is easy to see, that the transformation T is a
square of an interval exchange transformation of three intervals, with permutation
(1,3). Varying length of the cut and angle 0', we Inay get specific values Al, A2,"\3 of
exchanging intervals as in [7], and hence get an interval exchange transformation with
two nontrivial ergodic n1easurcs constructed there.

Ren1ark We have to adn1it, that the fornl w considered in thc exalnple does not
satisfy our usual assumptions ~ it iso not of a maximal rank.
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